
Our Mission
Providing a balanced and innovative international education that enables
students to achieve their individual potential while preparing them to be
successful citizens who make positive contributions to society and the world.
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Head of School Message 
 

Dear Parents and Students 
 
Greetings! 
 
We trust that this has been a great week for our community. I have to say that it
does feel good not be masked up each day. Long may this last! 
 
Please be reminded that there is no school on Friday the 18th, this coming
week. The teachers have an In-Service Day where they will be focussing most
of their time and energy on the MSA accreditation process. We will also be
looking at our Child Protection Resources and Guidelines. 
 
The mid-term holiday starts next week and we are looking forward to a well
deserved break. Please do not extend the break and have our students out of
school for longer than the days allocated for the break. School begins on
Monday the 28th February. We are just about to begin the final term of the year
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and every day at school matters. Thank you. 
 
Please encourage our children to read daily. According to Jody B. Miller, a
robust vocabulary improves all areas of communication.
(cfs.org/blog/importance-vocabulary) 
* The size of a child's vocabulary in kindergarten predicts the ability to read. 
* Expanding a child's knowledge of words provides unlimited access to new
information. 
* Vocabulary growth is directly related to school achievement. 
  
Happy reading! 
 
Have a super weekend and enjoy time together as a family. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Mr. Mark McCarthy
"Education is the most powerful weapon that you can use to change the world." Nelson

Mandela

 
Off to the farm we go! 

Reception, Playgroup and Nursery
We had a wonderful trip yesterday to Msonge Organic Farm. We saw chickens
(a thousand of them there), cows, and rabbits. We had a lovely walk observing
different fruit trees and vegetables like peppers and cucumbers. 
We got to harvest the tree spinach (Chaya) and the mamas cooked them (deep
fried) in front of us. I was happy to see many students liked the fried spinach
leaves, some of them asking for 'seconds.' I usually don't see them eating
green vegetables at lunch time! 
We enjoyed the fresh, homemade snack such as falafel, fresh fruit juice and
fruits. It was a great opportunity to learn and review what we've been learning
in class as part of the topic of 'Living Things'. Ms Shiho
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Shake it!

Year 3&4 IPC Unit
The Year 3 & 4s are learning about different states of matter.This week we had
visitors to the school, two cows. The students got to experience milking the
cows! Yes they did! The students identified and experienced the different states
of milk as it turned to cream and then butter. What an authentic learning
experience.
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Year 11 Scientists at work!

A big congratulations to the Y11s who have just finished all of their chemistry
units for their IGCSE Coordinated Science Exams.  Here the students are
conducting a series of tests on unknown samples to determine their identities. 
They must not only employ a number of lab skills and techniques but use their
knowledge of chemical reactions to select the appropriate test to confirm both
the cation and anion portions of their unknowns.  This is where the magic of
chemistry comes alive as colours appear and disappear with the addition of
different acids, bases, and other solutions.  The Y11s still have to cover a good
amount of physics content before May, but they are looking focused and ready
to take on that challenge.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Office hours are from 07:30-15:30 Monday to
Friday.
18th February - Teachers' In-service Day - NO
SCHOOL FOR STUDENTS

Nurture. Empower. Lead.
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Our mailing address is: 
info@isz.co.tz 

 
Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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